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By Ash Thayer

powerHouse Books,U.S., United States, 2015. Hardback.
Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. After
being kicked out of her apartment in Brooklyn in 1992, and
unable to afford rent anywhere near her school, young art
student Ash Thayer found herself with few options. Luckily she
was welcomed as a guest into See Skwat. New York City in the
90s saw the streets of the Lower East Side overun with derelict
buildings, junkies huddled in dark corners, and dealers packing
guns. People in desperate need of housing, worn down from
waiting for years in line on the low-income housing lists, had
been moving in and fixing up city-abandoned buildings since the
mid-80s in the LES. Squatters took over entire buildings, but
these structures were barely habitable. They were overrun with
vermin, lacking plumbing, electricity, and even walls, floors, and
a roof. Punks and outcasts joined the squatter movement and
tackled an epic rebuilding project to create homes for
themselves. The squatters were forced to be secretive and
exclusive as a result of their poor legal standing in the buildings.
Few outsiders were welcome and fewer photographers or
journalists. Thayer s camera accompanied her everywhere as
she lived at the squats...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just
effortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Rom a ine Rippin-- Rom a ine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lyda  Da vis II--  Lyda  Da vis II
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